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We spent a great deal of time talking
to business owners, operators, and
experts in the fenestration industr y.

Here are the top ten
things we learned.
The following tips will help
you eliminate the non-value add
activities you do each day in your
fenestration shop. Many of these are
simple things that you can implement
today to realize immediate savings.
If you want to put dollars back
onto your bottom line keep
reading!
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GET

THE PRICE PER POUND OF RAW MATERIALS
IN YOUR B.O.M.’S (BILL OF MATERIALS).
If you sell your scrap aluminum by the pound, but are pricing your
extrusions in your purchase orders and B.O.M.s by the foot, how do
you determine your yield? Say you have 1,000 linear feet of extrusions
at $ 2.50 a foot. After you cut all of this material you are left with 500
pounds of scrap. What is the yield? Who knows? The only way to really
determine what you’re throwing away as scrap is to know how much per
pound you’re paying for your extrusions and then calculating how many pounds go out to the
recyclers. Make sure you price your B.O.M.’s and purchase orders by both the pound (or kilo)
and linear foot (or meter). Then, when you sell your scrap each month you can easily deduct its
weight from the total weight of material you used in the same period and get an accurate picture
of your yield. For example, if you used 50,000 pounds of aluminum in a given month and
10,000 pounds ends up as scrap, you know you are getting an 80% yield. Once you know your
yield, you can work towards reducing scrap to improve your bottom line.

STOP

LOOKING AT SCRAP AS A SOURCE
OF REVENUE
Most operators see the scrap number at the end of the month on their
Profit and Loss statements as a revenue number. Well – it’s not.
We cannot stress this more. Now that you are purchasing and
accounting for material by the pound you can see your scrap
number as a measure of inefficiency.

Your scrap bins are bins of lost profits.
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When you purchase by the pound, your aluminum costs are most likely in the range of $2.50 per
pound. Typically, scrap brings in about $.50 per pound. Therefore, the real cost of scrap is $2.00
per pound. So, that 10,000 pounds of scrap you received $5,000 for is really $40,000 of lost
profits. Not such a fun number now!
Let’s assume a scrap rate of 18%. For every 10,000 pounds of material, you’re losing 1,800 pounds
or $3,600! If you reduced your scrap rate from 18% to 12% for a net savings of 600 pounds or
$1,200, (keep reading to find out how!), you could put a net of $1,200 per 10,000 pounds directly
on your bottom line. That’s a discount of close to 5% on your material costs. How much do you spend
in a year on aluminum? Would a 5% rebate be a pleasant surprise?
To help get that savings you should view your scrap rate as a trackable metric. Your monthly scrap
percentage should be posted where every member of your organization can see it. Your percentage
of scrap is a measure of overall organizational efficiency from the sales team all the way to the guy
installing the job. Everyone needs to own and understand this number.

SCRAP

IS NOT A REVENUE SOURCE.
A typical shop uses 40,000lbs of aluminum per month. Reducing the scrap
rate from 18% to 12% puts $4,800 per month onto your bottom line. That’s
$57,000 per year!
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PURCHASE

ONLY THE AMOUNT OF MATERIAL
YOU NEED.
Stop over-purchasing aluminum and vinyl. Buy only the
amount of material you need with a small 2-5% margin
for error. Whatever your reason is for overbuying: damaged
materials, variable yields, or because that’s how it’s always been
done, having a surplus of material makes production think there is
room for error. Any pressure to do the job right the first time is gone.
Overbuying covers up a host of other issues in your manufacturing plant. If you buy just enough
material, and make sure people know it, you can pinpoint exactly where the issues lie. You can’t fix
what you can’t see.

STOP

RETURNING DEFECTIVE MATERIAL
TO YOUR SUPPLIER.
This is the absolute worst use of resources. Your operator has to
take the piece of raw material, move it to a separate location,
account for it, and notify purchasing. Purchasing then has
to waste valuable time calling the vendor and getting an
RMA. The show goes on and on. At the end of the day,
it is YOU who’s paying for this. Cut yourself a break.
Lower your costs by discussing the real costs to both your operation and your vendors associated
with returns.

The defects you encounter in extrusions are typically:

1

DRAGS from extruding

2

MARS on exposed faces from either bad
anodizing or mishandling

3

DAMAGE from transportation

It is likely you can still cut parts from a defective profile. The remaining portion you throw into
a vendor scrap bin. At the end of the month you weigh the vendor’s scrap, he credits you an
agreed upon amount per pound on that material, and you keep the scrap. This will save both of
you a bucket of money and actually end up with you getting compensated for some of your costs
associated with your vendor’s errors.
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STOP

USING A TAPE MEASURE
IMMEDIATELY!
Measuring and setting manual stops takes time, requires a
great deal of skill, and even with the best operator you will still
get misscut parts requiring costly rework.
Productivity: Reducing non-value added activities, like wasting time
pulling out a tape measure and setting a manual stop for example,
is one of the easiest ways for a fenestration business to save money. Any operation that you need
a tape measure for can be automated. Simply attach a CNC fence or pusher to your compound
miter saw, double miter saw, drill, or punch. Whether your operation is cutting aluminum extrusions
or vinyl, you could be saving a ton of operator time by installing an automated fence or material
pusher and simply typing in the measurement you want to process and hitting start.
Skilled Labor: Finding operators who can accurately read a tape measure is becoming more
and more difficult. The skilled labor shortage is real- BUT it’s easier than ever to combat. Simply
put down your tape measure! Any operator can be trained within minutes to type in a desired
measurement on an automated stop and press start.
Accuracy: Adding an automated stop or positioning system also will combat accuracy issues. Your
newest operator can be cutting like a pro in no time. An automated stop means perfect parts every
time which will save you on expensive rework down the line.

SawGear on a Double Miter Saw can compensate for angles so your operator doesn’t have to.
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“Accuracy is the key thing, and reduced operational errors. The
TigerStop was dependable, reliable, and lived up to my production
needs and capabilities. In fact, it improved production. I would buy
another one.”
Jo Mccord, Acme Window Products, Willowbrook, IL

CUT

ONLY WHAT YOU NEED.
This one sounds pretty simple, but you would be surprised how
many times operators cut extra material if there is a high probability
that they may have to stop what they are cutting, break down the saw
set up, and re-setup for the required part that was damaged or miscut.
Those extra parts at the end of the job end up in the scrap bin. This is a
huge waste of resources. After all, you aren’t manufacturing scrap, you’re
manufacturing windows and doors. Plus, at 4-5 dollars per foot for vinyl,
cutting ahead of time leads to extremely expensive scrap waste. Again, if your employees know
that there is limited room for errors, you will be surprised how those error rates drop. Using an
automated stop allows your operator to quickly cut the parts needed and eliminates the entire saw
set up process. This reduces the temptation to cut extra material ahead of time.

SET UP

THE RIGHT MATERIAL
HANDLING PROCESSES

Do you have high breakage rates? Do you have a warehouse full of
pieces and parts that clutter the shop floor? Both of these problems
ultimately lead to increased costs.
Review your production line. Is it designed to be the most
efficient in terms of how materials are moved through the
shop? Proper space planning can save operator’s huge
amounts of time by streamlining the distance particular pieces must travel between each step in the
manufacturing process.
Purchasing right-sized material handling equipment such as racks, dollies, carts, tables, conveyors,
and storage systems is a perfect way to combat the associated costs of material handling issues. Free
up your shop floor, decrease bottlenecks, and reduce breakage all in one. Purchase custom material
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handling solutions for your shop’s own unique space constraints, budgets, and needs. You can
also fit your material handling needs to the exact specifications of your products. Material handling
and right-sized storage solutions may also help your business save money on leasing or purchasing
additional factory space and storage space.
Correct material handling is not only cost effective- it’s safe. Quickly and safely move aluminum
and glass products throughout your shop. Reduce the physical toll that comes from highly repetitive
tasks like lifting, carrying, or bending that can cause stress injuries. Products like tilt tables, glass
manipulators and assembly racks are all effective solutions.
Additionally, an often overlooked part of material handling is the final protective wrapping that
is applied. Stretch wrapping machines automate the process and can reduce costs over hand
wrapping significantly. Stretch wrapping machines create a tighter wrap, therefore better protecting
windows and reducing breaks. Stretch wrapping machines can also reduce the amount of film
actually used, reducing costs.

SPACE

PLAN EFFECTIVELY.
Stop creating your own bottlenecks. Once you have
material handling mastered, analyze how much room
your machinery is taking up. Automating the machinery
you already have takes up less space and is more affordable
than purchasing brand new large equipment. It also doesn’t put
your production line on hold when your huge machine needs to
be serviced. You mitigate a great deal of risk on the shop floor by
having many smaller machining
stations versus one large system that could put
if it were to fail for a particular reason.
a halt to your entire production flow
Pigeon Hole Horizontal
Extrusion Storage Dollie

Stationary Extrusion
Storage Rack

Tube-Type Vertical
Extrusion Storage Dollie

TigerStop

Cold Saw
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OPTIMIZE

AT THE MACHINE.

Many companies will use software programs and their brightest
manufacturing engineers to determine the best cutting orders and
the maximum yield from their raw material. They send either paper or
electronic cut lists directly to the cutting stations on the shop floor. The
obvious reason for doing so is to reduce scrap waste. Here at TigerStop we
call this pre-optimization.
The problem with pre-optimization software is that it is often batch based, meaning it creates cutting
patterns based on the entire job. One miscut part, one change in the field, or one shortage of a
given raw material length, disrupts the entire cut list and forces your engineering department right
back into the back office to redo the optimization.

TigerSaw 2000 fully automated defecting and optimizing saw for non-ferrous materials.
Now you have your best and brightest minds (most likely those who are paid the most) scrambling
and working overtime to redo labor they have already performed. This also halts any activity at the
cutoff or drilling station, and affects all of the additional manufacturing processes down the line.
Imagine this happening every single time there is a tiny hiccup on the shop floor. Additionally, preoptimization requires companies to track their inventory and drops/remnants. But the work to track
and store these parts adds significant time, cost, and confusion to the operator’s day. Ultimately preoptimization systems do increase yield, but simultaneously increase your labor costs.
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Optimization and the ability to cut around defects (fork lift stabs, discoloration, mars, knots), and
scan raw material lengths to maximize yield is available at the machine. An automated cutting and
material positioning system, like an optimizing saw, with cutting optimization software available
at the machine gives you a better yield, lower labor and rework costs, eliminates the need to track
remnants and raw materials, and reduces the heavy costs associated with pre-optimization. That’s a
whole lot of capability available at the operator’s fingertips.

All your operator needs to do is remember “WORST FIRST.”
The bottom line: introduce your worst parts first, i.e. remnants,
defects and drops, at the beginning of the cut list. Doing this will:

1

ELIMINATE

2

ELIMINATE

3

ELIMINATE

4

IMPROVE

the need for your engineering department
to do pre-optimization because it is done at the saw without
any added labor.
any bottlenecks. If there is an issue in the
field or a shortage of material, the operator can quickly
solve it at the machine without the entire manufacturing
process coming to a halt down the line.
the hassle of keeping track of drops and
defective material, because they are placed in bins and
used later on in the manufacturing process.
the overall raw material yield.

The above will make a significant addition to your bottom line
while simplifying your production processes.
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TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF GOING GREEN.
There are tons of incentives and rebates available
to your customers who install energy efficient
windows and doors. Stay up to date with this
information so you can sell your products more
easily. You can also take advantage of tax rebates
by installing energy-efficient products, such as lighting,
in your own factory. Better lighting also leads to reduced
errors and the ability to spot part defects more easily. Going green and reusing packaging materials
can also save a ton of money annually. Manufacturers should stay informed about Section 179, the
tax code designed to help small and large businesses alike purchase machinery. It allows businesses
to deduct the full amount of equipment purchased, leased, or financed, up to a certain amount.
Section179.org does a nice job explaining the tax code’s benefits.

Go paperless. Using a touch screen tablet and label printing allows your operator to eliminate
additional non-value added time spent sorting parts, keeping track of paper cut lists, and the touch
screen allows your operator to see what bins different parts will go into. Printing custom information
onto parts streamlines the process even further.
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“Quality is not taken lightly at Simonton Windows and that’s why
we choose TigerStop brand products. TigerStop positioning systems
have assisted Simonton in receiving the highest rankings in the J.D.
Power and Associates Builder and Remodeler Satisfaction Study for the
last four years.”
Jason Williams, Simonton Windows

BONUS

RESTORE
TRUST IN YOUR SHOP

The Quality Control department is vital to any fenestration
organization. Adopting proper quality control tools is important to passing federally regulated
certifications and maintaining consumer trust in your products. If you aren’t happy with your current
way of verifying parts, if you need to verify your parts, easy-to-use Statistical Process Control
calipers, like the TigerSPC, can make critical quality control measurements on the fly.

TigerSPC statistical process control calipers for making quality control measurements up to 16 feet
long on the fly.
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MACHINES IN YOUR FENESTRATION SHOP
THAT YOU CAN AUTOMATE WITH A TIGERSTOP

•
•
•
•
•

Chop Saws • Cold Saws • Punches
Compound Miter Saws • Drills
Upcut Saws • Double Miter Saws
Horizontal Drills • Upcut Saws
SPC Caliper set for Quality Control

NEED

A FULLY AUTOMATED SOLUTION?
TigerStop’s fully automated defecting and optimizing saw station, TigerSaw
2000, will increase material yields, accuracy, and productivity at the best value
point in the industry.

ALREADY
USE A TIGERSTOP?
Upgrade your existing TigerStop with Dynamic Optimization, Downloading, or
touch screen software, TigerTouch.
“I’m using TigerStops on two double-miter saws, and on chop
saws in the screen department, glazing department, and vinyl
finishing department. It is very small compared to other machines, it is
user-friendly and is far superior.”
Craig Bachman, Champion Window Coverings, Denver, CO
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“We use 37 Tiger Stops in our shop. In my 4 years in this industry I
have found them to be very reliable and robust. The lack of maintenance
on these units is a testament to the durability the Tiger Stop has provided for
us in this building.”
David Holmes, Ply Gem Windows

CASE STUDY
GROWING A WINDOW MANUFACTURING
BUSINESS WITH AUTOMATION
SIW Impact Windows of Delray Beach, Florida provides windows and doors to the South Florida
market. All of their products are designed to stand the test of inclement weather including high-speed
winds, hurricanes, and torrential downpours that frequently visit Florida’s salty coastal environment.
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In order to streamline SIW’s manufacturing process, Co-Founder Abe Lopez decided to invest in a
TigerStop automated fence through Wakefield Equipment, a distributor located in Cleveland, Ohio.
“When we first got our TigerStop we were able to start cutting accurately. We eliminated waste
in our production line. It’s obviously why we have so many TigerStops today. We use TigerStops
throughout our entire manufacturing process to cut our extrusions, we use them for glass tops, and
for our punches that have to be very accurate. Every corner we can put a TigerStop, we will put a
TigerStop. That’s how efficient we find them to be,” explains Abe.

Having so many TigerStops has allowed SIW windows to continue to offer custom sizes to its diverse
clientele. “We are a boutique so we have a lot of different sizes. There’s not just one standard stock
that we make 150 of. Each window is different. Each window is individual. That’s why TigerStop
works out really nicely for us. Every time we punch in a number the TigerStop moves and the cut
is accurate. It saves time and saves money. Labor wise, it’s easy to train really quickly. The new
employees feel comfortable using the machine and feel like they know what they are doing. They can
come to work and actually start working the first day.” What started as a small 2,000 square foot
operation is now a 40,000 square foot operation with 72 employees.
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